Moviestorm Education is a suite of movie-making tools and assets
for teachers and students, that promotes engaging and collaborative learning

A fast, fun and low cost film-making solution for media courses,
Moviestorm Education is also a flexible cross-curriculum tool
that is ideal for energising subjects and students in a medium
that resonates with the YouTube Generation.
Moviestorm Education also comes with the optional Moviestorm Schools - a
version with content specifically designed to be suitable for ages 13 and under.

System Requirements

As a result Moviestorm is being used by teachers and students within most
educational sectors and institutions, across most subjects, throughout the world.

PC

Moviestorm provides the full range of
movie production tools; set design,
character creation, direction, cameras &
editing.

1.5GHz processor (2.4GHz rec.)

Windows 2000 or later

1GB of RAM (2GB rec.)
5GB free (10GB rec.)
A 32-bit colour display, capable of
1024×768px (1280×960 rec.)

Features






Explorative game-style
interface
Massive library of characters,
props and animations
Everything is fully customizable
Import and export flexibility
Highly supportive film making
community

A 3D-capable graphics card with the
latest OpenGL drivers, and support
for DirectX 9 and Shader Model 2.
MAC
Intel Macs only
Mac OS X 10.4 onwards
nVidia Cg toolkit (supplied with
Moviestorm; also available free from
nvidia.com)
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What people are
saying about us

Benefits
Teaching & Learning
 No animation or artist skills required
 Supports collaborative learning
 Re-use or freely share projects and assets
 A cross-curricular tool
 Templates for quick access
 A more engaging teaching medium

"Some of my students are now
working their lunch breaks because
they're so inspired!"
Steve Thorne
Long Road Sixth Form College, Cambridge

Media Students
 Improve your film making skills
 Visualize your scripts
 Shoot complex scenes
 Be the whole film crew
 No budget, crew or cast required
 Pre-viz your shoots

"With the increasing emphasis of
students being media literate and
being
prepared
for
today’s
knowledge economy it is essential
that students of all ages engage with
industry standard tools to be able to
understand and create resources of
the highest quality. This is where
Moviestorm really stands head and
shoulders above the competition".
Adrian Hall
former Programme Director Personalised
Content, DFES

Pricing
Products are available in a variety of annual or perpetual licenses, see our
website for latest offers:
Individual License* – Perfect for individual students, or for teachers to create
finished movies that introduce subjects to learners

“I created a video where a character
was presenting the topic in front of
relevant images and played that to
the classroom. I could just as easily
have done that in real life but
somehow being on film meant that
the content engaged the kids
completely in a way that a simple
classroom presentation couldn’t
have done”
John West
Faringdon College

Just £37.50 / €45 / $60 **

Site Licenses – Make video creation part of the lesson, for schools and
colleges at a variety of prices to suit your budgets
From £250 / €300 / $400 for Primary, to £1000 / €1200 / $1600 for Secondary **

Department Licenses* – Volume-based concurrent multiple seat licenses to
suit your school or university departmental needs
From £50 / €60 / $80 per seat (min. 5 seats) **

Home-use License* – For students to continue their video creation at home
Just £250 / €45 / $60 per institution for free access (based on 100 licenses) **
* Requires internet connection for license authentication

** Pricing for annual licenses only

“I have found that the students are
motivated not only by the movie
lessons themselves but how the
animations are made”
Paul Carr
English Teacher, Japan

"This provides students with a great
opportunity to write, direct and create
films they couldn't normally do on a
student budget. My class includes
cinematographers, editors, writers,
and video producers. They're
learning about their own role in film
production, but they're also learning
to see the bigger picture and
understand what everyone else
does."
James Martin
University of North Texas

"It's one of those pieces of software
where you go yeah, yeah, yeah, then
when you've used it, you wonder
how you ever lived without it."
Tara
Full Sail University

Contact us at education@moviestorm.net for the solution and price to suit your educational needs
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